Abstract-Recently, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are getting more fame because of low cost and easy to manage and maintain. WSNs consists of sensor nodes and a Base Station (BS). Sensor nodes are responsible to sense, transmit and receive the data packets from sensing field, and the BS is responsible to collect this data and covert it into readable form. The main issue in this network is lack of power resources. As sensor nodes are restricted to limited energy, so researchers always aims to produce an energy efficient clustered routing protocol. To make the efficient routing protocol, heterogeneity of sensor nodes is a best possible solution. 'Stable Election Protocol' was the first heterogeneous network and proposed two level of heterogeneity. SEP Protocol not only improved the network lifetime but also improved the stability of sensor nodes. In order to maximize the network lifetime, we propose the scalability of SEP routing protocol (S-SEP) to check the reliability in large scale networks for traffic engineering. We compare the results of standard SEP routing protocol with fourth level of heterogeneity. Simulation results proves that S-SEP protocol works more better in larger networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is the unique network consists of small size sensor nodes which contains battery for energy, radio for transmission and reception of data packets, processor for processing on data packets and storage to store the data packets [1] - [3] . These sensor nodes are responsible to sense the sensing field. When the event occurs these sensor nodes sense this event and collect the data. After collection of this data these sensor nodes transmit data packet towards Base Station (BS). As these sensor nodes are limited to energy resources and their embedded batteries are not replaceable once they have deployed in the network, so the design of routing protocol has to be energy efficient in order to maximize the network lifetime [4] , [5] . In the past, conventional routing protocols use two featured techniques for data transmission, Direct Transmission (DT) and Minimum Transmission Energy (MTE). In the DT sensor nodes transmit sensed data directly to the BS which results the early death of nodes which are far from BS because of huge amount of energy dissipation due to long range transmission while in MTE, data packets are delivered through routes. Nodes which are supposed to transmit data, forwards the data packets to the nodes which locates near to the BS which results the early death of relay nodes because of huge amount of data transmission [6] - [8] . Both transmission techniques does not suitable for longer network lifetime. LEACH proposed a solution by dividing the network field into clusters and choose a random Cluster Head (CH) in each cluster for a specific round which is responsible for data transmission of all the nodes locates in its cluster [9] . CH is chosen dynamically through proper CH selection and each node have a equal chance to become CH. This random distribution of energy resources among all the nodes control the network load and produce a better network lifetime. But LEACH was a homogeneous network and all the nodes in the network have the same amount of energy which results the unreliability in the large scale of network. To complete the requirement of some applications of maximum lifetime, SEP was proposed with the heterogeneous network [10] . SEP proposed two level of heterogeneity in which two types of nodes was deployed in the network. First one was normal nodes and the others was advance nodes. Advance nodes have some extra energy resources more than normal nodes and CH selection was purely based on residual energy of sensor nodes. This scheme results in longer lifetime because BS always choose the node as CH which has more energy and rest of the nodes act as member nodes in a specific cluster. Simulation results of SEP routing protocol proved that SEP produce better network lifetime with more stability in the network. But due to the two level heterogeneity SEP does not work for some specific applications. There are some application which require the huge density of sensor nodes in a very large scale network and these application require longer network lifetime due to the cost of sensor nodes. In this regard we proposed Scalability of SEP routing protocol which is enough adaptive to accept new nodes deployed at any time in the network. Our contribution in this paper is to deploy sensor nodes with different level of heterogeneity in different dimensions of network. In order to check the reliability of protocol, we proposes the fourth level of heterogeneity and deployed the SEP routing protocol in four different scenarios. Simulation results proves that scalable SEP extends the stability period and network lifetime in large scale network.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Problem definition and detailed explanation of routing protocol is given Section II. Simulation results are discussed in Section III and we conclude this paper in Section IV.
II. SCALABLE STABLE ELECTION ROUTING PROTOCOL
In this section, we briefly explain the potentials of SEP routing protocol and why it is necessary to be deployed in large scale of networks. This section contains the problem definition and network models which are explained in the subsections.
A. Problem Definition
As WSNs are emerging from the past decades, the requirements of applications are also getting high with technologies. When SEP routing protocol was proposed, it was easy to manage due to small scale of applications. But recently, applications like, military surveillance, vehicle monitoring, environmental control, harvest monitoring, etc are getting vast [11] . So the previous protocol is difficult to deploy in such application due to its limited network lifetime. Nowadays, applications requires maximum network lifetime so it work for a longer period. Furthermore, these application are not limited to lifetime of network, they also require the adaptability of network. Because in the past, when the network is completely dead they need to deploy a complete new network. But due to the recent technologies, sensor nodes are enough intelligent to adopt the network at any time [12] . In this regard, we further enhance the scalability of SEP routing protocol to adopt these sensor nodes through CH selection. When the network is about to dead, these intelligent nodes can be added in the network and the whole network will become normal again. Through this addition of sensor nodes, scalability issue is resolved which is proved in simulation results.
B. Network Topology
In the network model of scalable SEP routing protocol, initially 100 static nodes are deployed in the network of 100m×100m sensing field while the energy-free BS is located in the center of the network. All the dimensions of the network is known and BS knows the location of each sensor nodes. As we described earlier that SEP is completely distributed heterogeneous-aware routing protocol, so the CH selection is based on initial energy of sensor nodes for the first round. Heterogeneous nodes are deployed in the network with the initial energy 1j so the probability of being a CH is always between advanced nodes. After finishing of first round, CH selection will based upon remaining energy of sensor nodes. Percentage of advance nodes is 30% and the normal nodes are 70% deployed in the network. Fig. 1 shows the network topology of S-SEP routing protocol, in which normal nodes, advance nodes and BS can be seen clearly while Fig. 2 shows the clustered topology of S-SEP routing protocol.
C. Heterogeneous Network Model
As we describe earlier, SEP routing protocol is purely heterogeneous network which deploy network in distributed manner. Heterogeneous networks in WSNs are solely proposed to improved the network lifetime. Initially, there were only single type of nodes which has same energy levels. But heterogeneous network provide different levels of energies to sensor nodes which results in better network lifetime [13] . Two level of heterogeneous nodes are deployed in network, one is called as normal nodes and the other is advanced nodes. Normal nodes have the initial of 0.5j while the advanced nodes have initial energy of 1j. This two level of heterogeneity was proposed by SEP routing protocol. In this paper we took heterogeneity to the fourth level with the initial energy of advanced nodes to 1.5j and 2j, respectively.
D. Radio Model
Sensor nodes depicts the energy in sensing, data collecting, data processing and data transmission but the energy consumed in communication is greater than other dissipation of energies, so the communication energy cannot be negligible. That is why researchers always focus to minimize energy consumed in transmission process of routing protocols. As we mentioned in the first section that sensor nodes consist of radio and this radio consist of transmitter and receiver shown in Fig. 3 . For the fair comparison of lifetime enhancement, we consider first order radio model and free space model which was adopted in previous routing protocols [14] . Proposed scalable SEP routing protocol dissipates 50nj/bit of energy for transmission and reception of data packet. In order to transmit the data packet (dp) at the distance d the total transmitted energy can be calculated as:
T T E (dp, d) = dp
Where, T T E (dp, d) is the total transmitted energy and
represents the free space and first order radio models respectively. While, dp represents the data packet and d is the distance between source to destination.
E. Cluster-Head Selection Model
In this section, random CH selection is explained [15] . Algorithm performs the intelligent selection of CH based on residual energy of sensor nodes. First, routing protocol establish the network topology and distribute the nodes equally among clusters to balance the load. After that protocol gives the authority to BS to select the suitable CHs. As described in the network model, two types of nodes are deployed in the network; normal nodes recognized as a N n and advance nodes as N a . BS calculates the suitability of sensor nodes in order to select the CH. To calculate the suitability of sensor nodes, BS must be familiar with these properties of sensor nodes: initial energy, residual energy, energy consumption ratio (ECR) and distance of node to BS. So, in order to calculate the suitability BS needs to calculate the energy consumption ratio of each node in the network. Following equation is used to calculate the ECR:
Where, N denotes the total number of sensor nodes in the network, E o is the initial energy and E r is the remaining energy of sensor nodes. After getting familiar with ECR BS will be able to calculate the suitability of each sensor node.
Where, d is the distance between sensor nodes and BS. After calculating the suitability, BS selects the desired percentage P of cluster heads. As SEP routing protocol use the epoch N i = 1/P optimum to select CH so after each round new CH will be selected based on residual energy.
When all the CHs are selected, hello packets will be exchanged between all the sensor nodes. At the initialization stage of network, BS transmits the hello packet to all the sensor nodes and the packet contains the node ID, cluster ID, CH and total network energy. In order to calculate the total network energy following equation is used:
Average energy of the network will be calculated in the similar fashion:
In order to select the appropriate number of CH for the particular nodes, the equation applies:
P optimal is the percentage to become CH, initially all nodes have same percentage to become CH. As the routing protocol is rotating epoch, so the nodes become CH in first round they won't be able to become CH in the next round because selection of protocol is based on residual energy of sensor nodes, Fig. 4 and 5 shows the selection of CH with respect to rounds. In order to maintain the same probability of CHs in each round, BS choose a random number between [0-1]. If random number is less than value of threshold then the node become CH for the current round otherwise it will be selected as a member node of specific cluster. To calculate the value of threshold, equation applies:
where, r is the running round, N are the nodes and G is the set of CHs and d is the distance between node to BS. In order to calculate the desired percentage of CH between normal nodes and advance nodes according to their energy levels, the formulation applies:
Equations shows the extra heterogeneous energy in advance nodes. The above two equations shows the two level heterogeneity in standard SEP routing protocol. But in order to add more heterogeneity in the network to make it scalable for large scale, the model applies:
where P S shows the scalability of routing protocol, equation proves that protocol is reliable for large scale network and it is adoptable to add more nodes with different level of heterogeneity in the network.
Above all equation shows the proposed scalability of SEP routing protocol. Models prove that multiple number of heterogeneity can be added in the network to improve the network lifetime and this addition of multiple heterogeneity does not interrupt the CH selection. It is proved that newly added nodes have more chances to become CH due to higher energy and ultimately this feature will enhance the network stability and network lifetime in real-time applications of present day. 
F. Association of Member Nodes to CHs
When all the CHs are chosen, then the association of member nodes with their perspective CH will begin. CH runs the CSMA MAC protocol and sends the hello packet to all neighbour nodes with the flag of CH. All neighbouring nodes will receive this message and response with their location and ID. All the member nodes will remain active during this communication between nodes and CHs. When CHs receive the location and IDs of member nodes it will associate these nodes with itself. In order to calculate the range of CH for associating nodes, the equation applies:
where, RSSI denoted the received signal strength indication d CH shows the distance of CH to member nodes. After the association with CHs, member nodes will receive the TDMA slots from CHs. These slots are allocated to nodes to avoid interruption between communication of member nodes and CHs. Each node will only communicate with CH in its own allocated slot. Only during this time period nodes activate their transmitter to transmit their sensed data to CHs and the rest of the time transmitter will be in sleep mode. This extra property of energy saving will further enhance the network lifetime.
G. Transmission of Data Packets to BS
After the association of member nodes with their prospective CHs, nodes transmit their sensed data to CH in their allocated time slot. During the whole network time CH will remain active to receive data from sensor nodes and perform the responsibility as a CH. CHs will compress all the data packets using multiple signal processing techniques and aggregate the meaning full data to the BS.
III. RESULTS DISCUSSION
In this section, we simulate Stable Election Protocol (SEP) in multiple networks with multiple network dimensions. First we simulate SEP routing protocol in MATLAB on different heterogeneity levels and then gather the data in Origin9.1 to produce the results. In this paper, we check the scalability of SEP routing protocol for large scale network. In order to prove the reliability we took four different scenarios with different parameters and perform the simulations (see Table  I ). In first scenario, we took 100 nodes in 100m × 100m network with initial energy 0.5j, which is same as original SEP routing protocol. In second scenario, we took 150 nodes in 200m×200m network with initial energy 1j. In third scenario, we took the heterogeneity on next level with 1.5j initial energy while the number of nodes are 200 and the network dimensions are 250m × 250m. Number of rounds 5000 Percentage of being Cluster Head .1 E DA Energy cost 50pj/bit j packet size 4000 bit
Last, but not least we deployed 250 nodes in the field of 300m × 300m with the initial energy of 2j. In order to further prove the scalability of SEP routing protocol, we took the simulation on higher level of heterogeneity with more more sensor nodes in the larger network. Simulation results prove that SEP routing protocol is reliable in large scale network. Detailed simulation parameters are given in Simulation Parameters table.
Fig . 6 shows the network lifetime of SEP routing protocol in four different scenarios. It can be seen that SEP perform more better in large network. Figure shows that in larger network, the network lifetime is 110% increased from the standard SEP routing protocol mentioned in scenario 1.
Network stability is shown in Fig. 7 . It can be seen that stability of standard SEP routing protocol is 1110 rounds. Scenario 2 shows the second level of heterogeneity which is 90% higher than original routing protocol with the stability of 1700 rounds. Scenario 3 showing the results in similar fashion, with the stability of 2341 rounds which is 150% improved than standard SEP routing protocol. While in scenario 4, network is stable till 2753 rounds. Figure proves that SEP routing protocol is stable and reliable for large scale network.
As we deploy the network in bigger environment, sensor nodes consumes more energy. Standard SEP routing protocol consumes minimum energy because of small size of network dimensions. Fig. 8 shows the average energy consumption on different level heterogeneity. Proposed scenarios consumes more energy because of large network size and higher number of nodes.
As we have mentioned in the simulation parameters, we took the four different scenarios to prove the scalability. It can be seen clearly that SEP protocol enhances its network lifetime in large scale. But as the network size increases, sensor nodes consumes more energy because of communication gap between nodes and CHs. Fig. 4 shows the energy consumption with respect to number of rounds. If we focus on scenario 4 in Fig.  9 , it can be seen clearly that there is huge difference between standard SEP protocol and scalable SEP protocol. In scalable network, SEP improves network lifetime but consumes more energy which is the only drawback of SEP routing protocol in large scale networks.
Efficient data packet delivery is essential for any routing protocol, Fig. 10 shows the reliability of packet delivery by calculating the delay in network. ing protocol minimize the delay in data packet transmission as well as data packet reception. Figure shows the potential of SEP routing protocol that it enhances the packet delivery ratio by minimizing the average delay in network.
Residual energy of sensor nodes is calculated after every round. As we describe earlier that SEP routing protocol use epoch to select a new CH after each round to balance the load of network. This technique of CH selection is truly based on residual energy of sensor nodes. Nodes with the higher energy level have more probability to become CH. Fig. 11 shows the remaining energy of sensor nodes with respect to nodes. It can be seen clearly that there is no big difference in remaining energy for standard SEP and in large scale. Protocol distribute the network load among all sensor nodes which makes the reliability in large scale network. Small variation in figure is because of larger network and large number of sensor nodes.
After simulating SEP protocol in above mentioned 4 scenarios, we took the heterogeneity from 0.5 − 5j for better comparison. Fig. 12 shows the impact of different heterogeneity levels with respect to different number of sensor nodes and different level of network dimensions. Figure shows the stability and reliability of SEP routing protocol that it works more stable in large scale network. It can be seen that network lifetime also increases as we increase the heterogeneity level.
Figure shows the potentials of routing protocol and it also proves the objective of this paper.
IV. CONCLUSION
We propose the scalability of SEP routing protocol with the fourth level of heterogeneity for large scale traffic monitoring. The selection of cluster-heads are independent and elected efficiently through random CHs selection technique. Two types of nodes are deployed in the network with different heterogeneous level as similar in the SEP routing protocol. In order to prove the reliability in large scale network, we deployed four different types of heterogeneous nodes in the simulation experiments. Results shows the behavior of SEP routing routing protocol in large scale network. After proving the reliability in four different network dimensions, we further check the impact of heterogeneity in huge network. Where, the heterogeneity is extended to the 10th level and network dimension is extended to 500% greater than the standard SEP routing protocol. Experimented results shows that SEP routing protocol works more better in large scale network and enhances the lifetime with more stable network.
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